The main theorem of this paper generalizes recent results in Dehn surgery to the case of handlebody attachment. We consider attaching handlebodies and solid tori to the boundary of an irreducible, boundary-irreducible, atoroidal and acylindrical 3-manifold. We show that for a large class of homeomorphisms attaching these handlebodies, the fundamental group of the resulting manifold contains the fundamental group of a closed surface of genus at least two. 57N10; 57M50, 57N35, 20H10
Introduction
In this paper, we discuss a particular generalization of the technique of Dehn surgery for hyperbolic 3-manifolds, which we call handlebody attachment. We consider a simple 3-manifold M (not B 3 ) with non-empty boundary, where simple means compact, irreducible, @-irreducible, atoroidal and acylindrical.
As a consequence of the proof of Thurston's geometrization of Haken manifolds, we can give M a complete hyperbolic structure such that the non-cuspidal part of M is compact and every boundary component of M which has genus at least two inherits a totally geodesic metric from the hyperbolic structure on M . When we use the term totally geodesic boundary throughout this paper, this is what we mean. Thus the only non-compact ends of M are cusps.
We consider attaching a collection of handlebodies and solid tori H to @M . Denote the resulting manifold by M [ H, where D f `g is a collection of homeomorphisms, and each `i s a map from a boundary component .@M /`of @M to the boundary of a handlebody or solid torus H`in H.
A surface subgroup of M is a subgroup Ä 1 .M / which is isomorphic to the fundamental group of a closed surface of genus at least two. In [8] , Cooper-Long-Reid showed that M always has a non-peripheral surface subgroup.
In the Dehn surgery case, H is a collection of solid tori. Recent papers of Cooper-Long [7] and Li [16] showed independently that all but finitely many Dehn surgeries on a one-cusped hyperbolic manifold give rise to a manifold with a surface subgroup. Bart [2] gives a result when there are many cusps. We generalize these results to the case of handlebody attachments.
For a handlebody H 2 H, we consider attachments involving pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms hW @H ! @H whose stable lamination is of full type with respect to some pants decomposition of H along meridians, see Definition 2.7. This condition is generically true, and is equivalent (see [1] ) to the condition that h has stable lamination which lies in the Masur domain of the handlebody.
Theorem 1 (Theorems 6.1 and 7.1) Suppose M ¤ B 3 is a simple 3-manifold with m C m 0 1 boundary components, precisely m 0 of which are tori. Take a collection H D fH 1 ; : : : ; H mCm 0 g of handlebodies and solid tori whose genera match those of @M . Let M [ H denote the closed 3-manifold obtained by gluing each boundary component .@M /`to @H`by a homeomorphism `.
Suppose moreover that h`W @H`! @H`is a homeomorphism which is either a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism whose stable lamination is of full type, or an Anosov homeomorphism, according to whether H`has genus at least two or is a solid torus respectively.
Given homeomorphisms 0 W .@M /`! @H`, there exist integers .N`/ min such that if `D h N`ı 0 with N` .N`/ min for all`, the group 1 .M [ H/ contains a surface subgroup.
There are three main ingredients required in our proof of Theorem 1. Firstly, a closed 1 -injective surface † with a finite cover which lifts to an embedded incompressible surface in a finite cover of M . Secondly, suitable classes of gluing homeomorphisms. Finally, a geometrical analysis of the ways in which † might fail to remain 1 -injective under handlebody attachment.
We first prove Theorem 1 assuming M has no toral boundary components: every component of @M is a surface of genus at least two. This proof is given in Sections 2 to 6, and generalized to the case where M also has some toral boundary components in Section 7. The precise method of proof when the chosen hyperbolic metric on M has cusps depends on whether † has accidental parabolics, but is broadly similar to the non-cusped case.
In both cases, we prove Theorem 1 as a corollary of the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Theorems 6.2 and 7.2) Let M be a hyperbolic 3-manifold with m totally geodesic boundary components and m 0 cusps, m C m 0 1. Let † be a connected, orientable, closed, immersed surface in M with a finite cover which lifts to a non-peripheral embedded incompressible surface in a finite regular cover W M ! M of degree d .
As in Theorem 1, let M [ H denote the closed 3-manifold obtained by attaching handlebodies to @M via homeomorphisms `W .@M /`! @H`and consider maps hs atisfying the condition given in that theorem.
Given homeomorphisms 0 W .@M /`! @H`, there exist integers .N`/ min such that if `D h N`ı 0 with N` .N`/ min for all`, the surface † remains 1 -injective in the resulting manifold M [ H.
The existence of such a surface † is given by Cooper-Long-Reid [8] . However our proof works for any virtually embedded 1 -injective surface satisfying the conditions above, not just those provided by their construction.
The second ingredient is making a good choice of attaching maps. The crucial property possessed by each gluing homeomorphism described above is that its dynamics are governed by that of the pseudo-Anosov map. In Section 2 we explain the condition for a lamination to be of full type, in terms of the way it intersects pants decompositions of the handlebody.
When we attach handlebodies by maps as above, we force each member of a certain finite collection of curves to have high geometric intersection number with every curve bounding a disc in a handlebody H under the attachment map. Furthermore, we can use the geometry of these intersection sets to prove a key lemma, Proposition 4.1. Now we use our final ingredient. Suppose that our surface † fails to inject at the level of the fundamental group into M [ H. Then there exists an essential loop L in †, and an immersed disc D in M [ H which spans L. The intersection of D with M is a planar surface, and we may consider an immersed least-area representative Q of this planar surface. By the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, the area of Q is bounded above by a linear function of its Euler characteristic, and all but one component of @Q bound a disc in H under the attaching maps.
Our proof relies on showing that the intersections as above contribute area to a surface R. This surface is obtained as a cover of Q of degree at most d , where d is the degree of a finite cover W M ! M in which † becomes embedded. For a sufficiently high power of the pseudo-Anosov map, the intersections contribute too much area, and we obtain a contradiction with the Gauss-Bonnet theorem.
We develop this intuition in Sections 2 to 6 in order to prove Theorem 2 and hence Theorem 1 in the case when every boundary component of M is of genus at least two. In Section 7 we show that the presence of cusps does not materially affect our argument, so that Theorems 1 and 2 remain true in the general case.
Note that attaching a solid torus by a map as in the theorems ensures that the corresponding Dehn filling slope lies outside the union of a finite number of infinite strips. In fact a similar argument to ours shows that our results hold in the latter case as well. The important condition turns out to be that the Dehn filling slope should have high intersection number with a finite number of exceptional slopes. These slopes depend only on the surface † and on the way in which its convex hull intersects the boundary of M .
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Defining the projective wavelike set
Let H be a handlebody of genus g , and write B.@H / emb for the collection of nontrivial embedded 1-manifolds on @H , each component of which bounds a disc in H , considered up to isotopy. Similarly, let B.@H / denote the collection of non-trivial regular homotopy classes of closed curves on @H , not necessarily embedded, each component of which bounds a disc in H .
We will consider the first set as a subset of ML.@H /, measured laminations on @H , by giving each curve component unit weight. The second set may be thought of in terms of Bonahon's theory of geodesic currents (e.g. [5] ), but this is not necessary for our discussion. Definition 2.1 Suppose P is a pants decomposition of the surface @H such that every boundary component of a pair of pants P 2 P lies in B.@H / emb . Then we say that P is a handlebody pants decomposition and that every P 2 P is an H-pants.
We will find it useful to distinguish two different kinds of essential subarcs in an H-pants P , and relate this to the way that a lamination intersects P . Definition 2.2 Suppose that P is a pair of pants, and that is an essential subarc properly embedded in P . If both of the endpoints of lie on the same boundary component of P , we say that is a wave in P . Otherwise, connects two different boundary components of P , and we say that is a seam in P .
Similarly, an essential immersed subarc with \ @P D @ is said to be an immersed wave or an immersed seam according to whether its endpoints lie on the same or different components of @P . 3 Consider a measured lamination and an H-pants P . Label the boundary components of P by @P 1 ; @P 2 ; @P 3 . Let a; b; c denote respectively a D j \ @P 1 j, b D j \ @P 2 j and c D j \ @P 3 j, where jx \ yj denotes the geometric intersection number of measured laminations x and y .
Then satisfies all triangle inequalities on P if a C b c , b C c a and c C a b . We say that satisfies all strict triangle inequalities if every such inequality is strict.
On the other hand, if at least one of these strict inequalities does not hold (e.g. aCb Ä c ), we say that satisfies some triangle subequality. Thus it is possible (take a C b D c , b C c a, c C a b ) that satisfies both all triangle inequalities and some triangle subequality.
We can show that curves in B.@H / usually have an immersed wave with respect to some component of a handlebody pants decomposition. Lemma 2.4 Consider a closed, connected, possibly non-embedded curve˛which lies in the boundary of a handlebody H and is homotopically trivial in H . Let P be a handlebody pants decomposition of @H . Then either˛is homotopic into some component P 2 P or˛has an immersed wave with respect to some pants P 2 P .
Proof Suppose some component of˛is not homotopic into any component P 2 P , and write f W D # H for an immersed disc in H that it bounds. Then by ambient isotopy of f .D/ we may assume it intersects the discs in P in a minimal non-empty collection of arcs whose preimages are properly and disjointly embedded in D . An outermost such preimage arc c separates off a subdisc f W D 0 # H with boundary c [˛0 whose image lies in the union of some H-pants P and the discs in H bounded by its boundary components.
Since the endpoints of f .c/ lie in the same boundary component of P , so do those of f .˛0/. By minimality, f .˛0/ is an essential arc which is proper and immersed in P , so it forms an immersed wave in P .
For˛embedded, this wave will be embedded, and we can say more.
Corollary 2.5 Suppose that˛2 B.@H / emb . Then the following holds for any handlebody pants decomposition P , whether or not there is a wave. There exist an H-pants P 2 P , and two boundary components @P 1 and @P 2 of P , such that˛has no subarcs in P which are seams connecting @P 1 and @P 2 .
Proof If˛has a wave, it cannot have some seam which would cross that wave; and if˛lies inside P , it has a component parallel to a boundary component of some P and so cannot have any seam running from that component.
Moreover, suppose˛2 B.@H / emb has k > 0 waves in P joining @P 3 to itself. These also separate @P 1 from @P 2 , so we deduce that the corresponding triple of intersection numbers is of the form .a; b; c/ D .a; b; a C b C 2k/. If˛has no waves in P but some component of˛is parallel to @P 1 , we have .a; b; c/ D .0; b; b/.
In particular, given any handlebody pants decomposition P , and a curve˛in the set B.@H / emb , there exists an H-pants P 2 P such that˛satisfies a triangle subequality on P . We are interested in all curves and laminations satisfying this conclusion, which motivates the following definition. Suppose hW @H ! @H is a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism whose stable and unstable laminations S do not lie in the projective wavelike set P W.H /. Then we say that h is of full type.
We showed above that B.@H / emb W.H /. Abrams-Schleimer proved that P W.H / is equal to the closure of PB.@H / emb in the subspace of PML.@H / consisting of those laminations which occur as the fixed points of pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms (see [1] , 11.5) . They also demonstrated that h has stable lamination of full type if and only if h has stable lamination contained in the Masur domain of H : the set of laminations having non-zero geometric intersection with every lamination in the closure of PB.@H / emb .
By work of Kerckhoff [13] which extends results of Masur [17] , the closure of PB.@H / emb and hence P W.H / has measure zero in PML.@H /. Thus a generic pseudo-Anosov map is of full type. The terminology full type comes from Kobayashi [14] .
We will consider attaching maps of the form D h N ı 0 which are formed as the composition of a power of a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism hW @H ! @H whose stable lamination is of full type and a homeomorphism 0 W .@M /`! @H . Our results hold for all with N larger than some constant depending on h and 0 .
We use throughout the conventions for stable and unstable laminations of a pseudo-Anosov map found in [6] . In Section 4, we show how to put these definitions together with that of the set of distinguished curves defined below.
3 The set of distinguished curves X i
We start by defining what it means for a 3-manifold to be simple. Then, given such a manifold M (with non-empty boundary) and a suitable 1 -injective surface † immersed in it, we define sets X i of distinguished curves which will play a crucial role in our argument.
Take a simple 3-manifold M with m boundary components of genus at least two and m 0 toral boundary components, m C m 0 1. As a consequence of the proof of Thurston's geometrization theorem for Haken 3-manifolds, we can give M (minus its toral boundary) a complete hyperbolic structure g such that the non-cuspidal part of M is compact and every boundary component of genus at least two inherits a totally geodesic hyperbolic metric from it.
For M as above, we will consider an immersed surface ÁW † # M which is is a closed, connected, orientable 1 -injective surface of genus at least two and which has a finite cover † lifting to a non-peripheral embedded incompressible surface in a degree d cover W M ! M .
We can always assume that this cover is regular, by lifting if necessary to a further finite cover. The next result follows from various facts originally due to Thurston, as described below.
Lemma 3.2 Let ÁW † # M be a surface in a simple 3-manifold M as above. Then † is geometrically finite.
Proof Suppose firstly that M has at least one boundary component of genus at least two. Then, giving M a hyperbolic metric g as above, the limit set of the Kleinian group 1 .M / in the hyperbolic sphere at infinity S 2 1 D ‫ވ@‬ 3 does not fill up all of the sphere. Matsuzaki-Taniguchi [18] call this a Kleinian group of the second kind. Theorem 3.11 of [18] states that every finitely generated subgroup of such a group is geometrically finite. This fact of Thurston's can also be found in [20] . Since † is a closed surface, 1 . †/ is finitely generated and hence geometrically finite.
On the other hand, suppose that M only has toral boundary components, so that .M; g/ is a complete hyperbolic 3-manifold with finite volume. In this case, it follows from work of Thurston [21] and Bonahon [4] that either † is geometrically finite or it is a virtual fibre of M : see for example the discussion in Menasco-Reid [19] . But † is closed so M cannot virtually fibre over it. Therefore † is geometrically finite.
Take a virtually embedded 1 -injective surface ÁW † # M as above. Write † 1 ; : : : ; † s for the images of the connected surface † which is a cover of † lifting to M . These
We will also occasionally find it useful to consider a slightly larger submanifold containing the convex hull which has smooth boundary. We may do this by extending the convex hull in a neighbourhood of small width which will be determined precisely later. To avoid excessive notation, we also let C. / denote the resulting extended convex hull with smooth boundary. † i
The curve x is a cut curve in this picture S 1
Proof For each boundary component .@ M /`of M , choose a basepoint on .@ M /f or all fundamental groups considered. Starting from the right-hand-side of the above equation, we have
where ƒ./ denotes the limit set in ‫ވ@‬ 3 of a Kleinian group .
The limit set of the totally geodesic surface .@ M /`is a round circle. Thus the convex hull of .@ M /`is a geodesic hyperplane in ‫ވ‬ 3 . Since the convex hull of † i lies to one side of this hyperplane, we deduce that
By a standard theorem on limit sets (see for example Theorem 3.14 of [18] ), the intersection of the limit sets of two geometrically finite subgroups is the limit set of their intersection, plus perhaps a set P of parabolic fixed points. By our current assumption that M has no cusps, P D ∅. Therefore
Choose a path p from the basepoint on .@ M /`to a point on † i . Then take a loop on † i running through this point such that p p 1 is homotopic to x relative to . Use this homotopy to define an annulus f W A # M with boundary [ x , obtained by identifying two sides of the square with sides x; p; and p 1 .
M into general position with respect to the embedded surface † i , and assume that the annulus f .A/ is transverse to † i in a neighbourhood of f .@A/. It follows that the preimage of f .A/ \ † i consists of simple closed curves in A. We can remove any inessential simple closed curves˛from A since † i is incompressible: f .˛/ will bound discs in f .A/ and therefore in † i ; these discs cobound a ball across which f .A/ may be homotoped to remove the intersection.
Therefore we may assume that the preimage of f .A/ \ † i in A consists of core curves in A. Take the core curve˛nearest the boundary component of A mapping to Any such annulus can be homotoped into the characteristic submanifold ‰ i of M i by Johannson's Enclosing Theorem [11] . By construction, it can be homotoped into the subset ‰.@ M ;
. Indeed, since we assumed that the boundary components of ‰.@ M ; † i / \ @ M were geodesic, the geodesic straightening of x already lies inside the intersection ‰.@ M ;
Conversely, consider any loop x in ‰.@ M ; † i / \ .@ M /`based at . By definition of ‰.@ M ; † i /, it is homotopic relative to to a loop of the form p p 1 , where p is some path from to † i and is a loop in
Since the boundary curves of both ‰.@ M ;
. This gives the opposite inclusion. By repeating both directions of this argument for every component of @ M , we obtain the required equality ‰.@ M ;
The curves which occur either as cut curves defined in Definition 3.3 or as boundary curves of the set described in Proposition 3.4 will play a special role in our argument. Sometimes we consider some additional curves as well.
Definition 3. 5 We define a boundary curve for † i to be an essential simple closed geodesic
We say that an essential simple closed geodesic in @ M is a characteristic curve for † i if it is a boundary curve for † i or a cut curve for † i .
Let X 0 i denote the set of characteristic curves for † i . Then X 0 i is a possibly empty finite collection of disjoint essential simple closed geodesics on @ M .
Then we choose an essential simple closed geodesic x` .@ M /`and replace X 0
We call x`an additional curve.
Extend each X 0 i to a set X i which is the union of X 0 i and an additional curve x`for every boundary component requiring one. Then X i \ .@ M /`is non-empty for all i and`. We call X i the set of distinguished curves for ‰.@ M ; † i /. It consists of the characteristic curves for † i and the additional curves chosen as above. If x is a curve in X i , we say it is a distinguished curve.
We will also require the following definition.
Definition 3.7 Let˛be an immersed arc on .@ M /`. We say that˛is a quintersecting arc if it intersects every distinguished curve x 2 S i X i on .@ M /`at least five times.
Ensuring large intersection with X i
In this section we use the definitions above and show that certain curves whose images bound discs in an attached handlebody have large geometric intersection number with each distinguished curve in every set X i . Let H be a handlebody. Suppose that hW @H ! @H is a pseudo-Anosov map whose stable lamination is of full type and that 0 W .@M /`! @H is a homeomorphism from some boundary component .@M /`of M to @H .
Then, for all n 2 ‫,ގ‬ there exists N min .h; 0 / 2 ‫ގ‬ depending on the maps Á, , h and 0 and on the integers n and d such that every attaching homeomorphism D h N ı 0 W .@M /`! @H with N N min .h; 0 / has the following property.
OE Any connected essential (not necessarily embedded) curve .@ M /`such that ı . / bounds a disc in H can be subdivided into at least n subarcs, each of which is a quintersecting arc.
Proof Take the component of @ M containing and denote it by .@ M /`. Thus .@ M /`projects to .@M /`. The homeomorphism 0 W .@M /`! @H allows us to define a cover 0 of @H by
We write @H D @ M`. Note that in general 0 does not extend to a cover of the handlebody H . We then want to be able to lift a homeomorphism hW @H ! @H to a homeomorphism hW @H ! @H . The necessary and sufficient condition for this to be possible is that the map h induced by h at the level of the fundamental group should satisfy h D , where Ä 1 .@H / is the subgroup
This subgroup is of finite index equal to x d Ä d , where d is the degree of the cover W M ! M . The group 1 .@H / is finitely generated, hence it has finitely many subgroups of index x d , and the automorphism h must permute them. Such a permutation has order dividing t ! where
Thus for any h, the induced map .h t ! / D .h / t ! preserves . This implies that h t ! lifts to a homeomorphism h t ! W @H ! @H :
Consider the map D h N ı 0 , and take n 2 ‫.ގ‬ We may write N as
Suppose that W .@M /`! @H ranges over the homeomorphisms in the set If for every 2ˆt ! we can obtain an integer N min .h t ! ; / which satisfies the requirements of the proposition, then we can take
Indeed, if we take N N min .h; 0 / with N min .h; 0 / defined as above, then for
with D h r ı 0 , so that the conclusion holds.
Thus from now on we will assume that the map h lifts to a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism hW @H ! @H . The stable lamination S of h is
We define W @ M`! @H to be h N using @H D @ M`. Then
so that gluing commutes with the projection map.
By our choice of map h, S 2 P W.H / c . Thus the lamination S satisfies all strict triangle inequalities on each pants component P of some handlebody pants decomposition P D P. S /. As S has no self-intersections and never spirals into a closed leaf, the strict triangle inequalities imply that S has no waves and has all possible seams. Moreover, the union S [ P splits @H up into simply-connected regions, either square or hexagonal.
In the cover @H , these regions must lift to simply-connected regions. Figure 5 shows an example of a possible lift of some P 2 P . We now carry out the technical part of the proof. Take a curve in @ M (connected but not necessarily simple) such that ı . / D 0 ı . / bounds a disc in H . This disc is proper and essential in .H; @H / but need not be embedded. By Lemma 2.4, either ı . / is freely homotopic into P 2 P and hence separates two boundary components of the H-pants P , or it has an immersed wave with respect to P . In either case, ı . / intersects S .
This intersection persists when we lift to @H : . / must intersect S . Indeed, the lift of the immersed wave (or boundary-parallel curve) starts in one of the square or hexagonal regions and must leave by one of the edges lying in S . Furthermore, since the lamination S has local geometry modelled on a Cantor set ‫,ޒ‬ the lift of the wave intersects S uncountably many times near this point. Write W .x/ for the smallest integer (depending on Á, , h and 0 ) such that whenever N W .x/, the following property holds. This integer will exist by the convergence above.
Property 4.2 For every lift of a seam in an H-pants P of P such that S has a subarc homotopy equivalent to keeping its endpoints on @P , the curve . h N .x// has a subarc homotopy equivalent to keeping its endpoints on @P .
Note that there may not be a uniform bound W such that, for all simple closed curves x , W .x/ Ä W . Consider however the set of distinguished curves X i in @ M from Definition 3.6. Since there are finitely many curves in each X i , and finitely many lifts † i from which we obtain a set of distinguished curves X i , there are finitely many curves in all of these sets put together. More generally, take a point p in the intersection of S with . / D h N . /. As N tends to infinity, the intersection of . .x// D . h N .x// with h N . / converges to S \ h N . / around p in the sense of Gromov-Hausdorff. In particular, the intersections tend to the Cantor set limit.
To complete the proof, take n 2 ‫.ގ‬ Any curve . / as above has at least n subarcs each of which intersects S at least five times, possibly all on the same lift of a wave. This implies that for each distinguished curve x there exists N min .x/ such that . / has at least n subarcs each of which intersects .x/ at least five times.
Since there are finitely many distinguished curves and their images all converge to S , we deduce that there exists N min such that . / has n subarcs each of which intersects all distinguished curves at least five times. For example, pick 5n consecutive intersections between . / and S , a number > 0 small enough so that the distance between any two such intersections is greater than 2 , and take N min large enough so that for every distinguished curve x , the geodesic . .x// has an intersection with . / within an -neighbourhood of each intersection with S . Thus the same subarcs may be chosen so that they work for all distinguished curves. Moreover, the integer N min can be taken to be independent of since there are only finitely many types of square or hexagonal regions to consider. We conclude the proof by noting that this property is preserved under 1 . Thus there exists N min so that every can be subdivided into at least n subarcs, each of which is quintersecting.
Gathering area outside C. † i /
In Sections 3 and 4 we obtained two useful results. Proposition 3.4 expresses the intersection of the convex hull of a surface † i with @ M as the intersection of a certain collection of I -bundles ‰.@ M ; † i / with @ M . Proposition 4.1 gives conditions guaranteeing that certain curves in @ M have many subarcs, each intersecting every curve in the set X i of distinguished curves for ‰.@ M ; † i /.
In this section and Section 6 we combine these results to show that all but a small number of these subarcs containing enough of these intersections will contribute a fixed quantum of area to a lift of a planar surface lying in M . This surface will be of the following kind.
Let f W Q # M be a least-area planar surface immersed in M , with k 2 geodesic boundary components f .q 1 /; : : : ; f .q k / lying on @M and a geodesic boundary component f .q 0 / lying in C. †/ and homotopic to a curve in †. This surface Q inherits a negatively curved metric from M (see Theorem 5.5,~V.A, [9] ) of curvature at most 1. Assume also that Q is homotopically incompressible and homotopically @-incompressible.
Basmajian [3] showed that the totally geodesic boundary @M of a hyperbolic manifold such as M has a collar of width some fixed constant U depending only on f ..@M /`/g. This leads us to the following definitions of a U-collar and of minimal U-thin arcs in a planar surface immersed in M .
Definition 5.1 For M , † and Q as above, consider a curve q j (j ¤ 0). The U-collar of q j consists of all points 2 Q such that the distance d. ; q j / is at most U in the path metric on Q obtained from the metric on M .
By Basmajian's result these collars are disjoint for q j (j ¤ 0). For if not, we can find an embedded essential arc in Q running between curves q j 1 and q j 2 which lies in the U-collar of @M and so can be homotoped into @M . This contradicts homotopic @-incompressibility of Q. However, the curve f .q 0 / may approach some f .q j / at a distance less than U , and so we define ı -thin arcs for Q.
Definition 5.2 Define a minimal U-thin arc in f W Q # M to be a geodesic arc properly embedded in Q with endpoints on q 0 and some q j (j ¤ 0), such that (i) the length of is at most U in the path metric on Q; (ii) is of minimal length among embedded arcs homotopy equivalent to it keeping their endpoints on the boundary. U U-thin arc Proof By construction it is enough to show that Q has at most 2.k 1/ minimal ı -thin arcs, where k 2. Consider therefore the graph G Q obtained from Q by taking a vertex for every boundary component of Q and an edge for every minimal ı -thin arc. Then G Q is planar, and we claim it has at most 2.k 1/ edges. We prove this by induction on k . If k D 2, there are at most two edges, each of which runs from the vertex v 0 representing q 0 to one of the other vertices v 1 or v 2 . For, since each f .q j / is a geodesic curve in the negatively-curved surface Q, there cannot be two disjoint adjacent minimal ı -thin arcs without some non-simply-connected region of Q separating them.
If k > 2, we can always find a vertex with at most one edge connecting it to v 0 . For, suppose v is some vertex with more than such one edge, and let 1 and 2 be minimal ı -thin arcs represented by two of these edges.
Consider cutting Q along 1 [ 2 . Since 1 and 2 have some non-simply connected region of Q lying between them, both components of Q . 1 [ 2 / are planar surfaces of Euler characteristic at most zero. Hence each such surface has Euler characteristic whose absolute value is strictly less than j .Q/j. Therefore we may argue by induction on j .Q/j, choosing one of these new planar surfaces each time. But j .Q/j is finite so this process must terminate. We eventually find a boundary component q j of Q incident with at most one minimal ı -thin arc; equivalently, we find a vertex v j with at most one edge connecting it to v 0 .
Removing this boundary component causes at most one pair of the minimal ı -thin arcs to become adjacent. Since the curvature of Q is negative, these will combine into a single minimal arc.
In the graph, this corresponds to removing the vertex with at most one edge, and amalgamating at most one pair of edges into a single edge. In this way we obtain a graph with one fewer vertex and at most two fewer edges. By induction, G Q has at most 2.k 1/ edges.
We have now shown that, for any 0 < ı Ä U , the surface R has at most 2.k 1/d minimal ı -thin arcs. These will provide the possible exceptional cases in the argument which follows in Section 6. Before this, we will determine a couple of constants which will appear in future formulae. Consider all geodesic curves x i;j 2 X D S i X i . They each have an annular collar in @ M of some strictly positive width w i;j . For fixed i these collars are assumed to be disjoint. Define a constant > 0 by D 1 4 min i;j w i;j . We say that is the minimum disjoint annular width for X .
It is useful to consider a special case. Choose a boundary component .@ M /`and suppose that each set X i has some boundary curves on .@ M /`in it. By Definitions 3.5 and 3.6 this is equivalent to assuming that, for each i , the set C. M whose boundary curves lie at least a distance 4 apart. For each boundary curve x i;j , consider an annulus A i;j in .@ M /`which lies parallel to x i;j and which is disjoint from the convex hull C.
† i /. We assume that the distance between x i;j and the annulus is , and that the annulus has width . Lemma 5.5 There exists a constant ı > 0 such that, for all i; j , the annulus A i;j has a solid collar A i;j I of width at least ı , where this collar is disjoint from the convex hull of † i .
Proof By taking ı Ä U , we know that each A i;j has a collar of width at least ı in M . Each annulus A i;j lies outside the appropriate convex hull C. † i / \ .@ M /`, and there are finitely many such annuli. By compactness for each i and`, the annuli A i;j lie at least some distance 2ı i from the appropriate convex hull. Thus they each have a collar of width ı D min i ı i which is disjoint from it.
Take a ı -collar of the boundary of M , and denote it by N ı .@ M /. By decreasing ı > 0 if necessary, the intersection of the convex hull of each † i with N ı .@ M / is a collar on the intersection of that convex hull with the boundary of M .
We may do this as explained before Proposition 3.4 by making an extremely small modification (of width < ı=1000, say) to extend the convex hull to a submanifold with smooth boundary. This condition will ensure that arguments which work for boundary curves also work for any additional curves. We will deal with cut curves separately later.
Definition 5. 6 We say that any constant ı > 0 satisfying Lemma 5.5 and the above condition on the collar of every convex hull is a minimum collar width for X . The value of this constant depends only on M , M and †.
We have now defined two constants depending on M , M and †: the minimum disjoint annular width and the minimum collar width ı . These will enable us to prove our main theorem in Section 6. The idea is to show that a planar surface intersects many of these annular collars, and hence picks up at least sinh ı area each time, leading to a contradiction with the Gauss-Bonnet theorem.
Proof of main theorem: non-cusped case
We now use the results obtained in Sections 2 to 5 to deduce our main result in the case where the manifold M has no cusps. We consider the general case in Section 7. Theorem 6.1 Suppose that M is a simple 3-manifold with m 1 boundary components .@M / 1 ; : : : ; .@M / m each of genus 2. Consider a collection of handlebodies H D fH 1 ; : : : ; H m g whose genera match those of @M . Let M [ H denote the closed 3-manifold obtained by gluing each boundary component .@M /`to @H`via a homeomorphism `.
Suppose moreover that h`W @H`! @H`is a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism with stable lamination of full type. Given homeomorphisms 0 W .@M /`! @H`, there exist integers .N`/ min such that if `D h N`ı 0 with N` .N`/ min for all`, the group
Recall that M ¤ B 3 is simple if it is compact, irreducible, @-irreducible, atoroidal and acylindrical, so @M is incompressible. A surface subgroup is a subgroup which is isomorphic to the fundamental group of a closed surface of genus at least two. We defined laminations of full type in Definition 2.7.
Proof Any 3-manifold M ¤ B 3 which is irreducible, atoroidal and acylindrical and which has non-empty incompressible boundary is Haken. As a consequence of the proof of Thurston's geometrization of Haken manifolds, M can be given a hyperbolic structure with totally geodesic boundary in the sense of Section 1.
By Cooper-Long-Reid [8] , there exists a 1 -injective surface ÁW † # M . Thus M has a surface subgroup. This surface † has a finite cover which lifts to a non-peripheral embedded incompressible surface in a finite cover W M ! M , which we can further assume to be a regular finite cover.
It is therefore enough to show the following theorem. We will make free use of any terminology defined in the preceding sections. We usually abuse notation by writing H for the union of the handlebodies H 1 ; : : : ; H m . Suppose moreover that h`W @H`! @H`is a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism with stable lamination of full type. Given homeomorphisms 0 W .@M /`! @H`, there exist integers .N`/ min such that if `D h N`ı 0 with N` .N`/ min for all`, the surface † stays 1 -injective in the resulting manifold M [ H.
In particular, Note that here homotopically incompressible means that no homotopically non-trivial simple closed curve in D \ f 1 .M / maps to a homotopically trivial curve in M ;
homotopically @-incompressible means that there is no properly embedded essential arc in D \ f 1 .M / which maps to an arc which can be homotoped into @M while keeping its endpoints fixed.
Proof We can always find f W D # M [ H such that f .D/ \ H is a disjoint union of discs by considering the handlebodies in H to be small neighbourhoods of their core graphs. Indeed, these graphs can be made to intersect f .D/ transversely in isolated points. Thus we can assume that D \ f 1 .H/ is a collection of small discs embedded in D , and that the number of such discs is minimal. Then f .@D 0 / is a curve in H which is homotopically trivial in M [ H. By assumption, Therefore we must assume that such an˛has its endpoints on two different components of @.D \ f 1 .M //, say @D 1 and @D 2 bounding discs D 1 and D 2 in H respectively, as shown in the right-hand diagram of Figure 9 .
However, we may then modify f by replacing both discs D 1 and D 2 by a single disc D 1;2 consisting of D 1 and D 2 banded together by a strip lying in a small neighbourhood of the image of the arc˛on @H pushed into H, as in Figure 10 . Note that @D 1;2 is embedded in D although f .@D 1;2 / is not necessarily embedded in H. This reduces jD \ f 1 .H/j, a final contradiction. Figure 9 : Two possibilities for˛: endpoints on the same or different components We may assume that k 2. For, if k D 1, the essential loop L is homotopic to a geodesic curve L in @M bounding a disc in H under the attaching map. Suppose L .@ M /`is a lift of L to the convex hull of † i , and let A be an annulus realizing the homotopy in M from L to a lift L of L up to † i .
The set X i \ .@ M /`must contain some characteristic curves, else this lift L cannot be homotopic to a curve in .@ M /`. Proposition 4.1 then shows that L intersects some characteristic curve x 2 X i lying in .@ M /`.
Consider an arc of intersection y between a curve r i C. † .i/ / and N ı . /. It gives rise to a minimal ı -thin arc y with an endpoint on . Suppose˛is a quintersecting subarc of with y \ N ı .˛/ ¤ ∅. If y lies wholly in the ı -collar of the interior of˛, approaches y most closely at some point in˛and 2˛.
If instead lies on a quintersecting subarc˛0 whose interior is disjoint from that of , note that y cannot cross the ı -collar of an annulus A .i/;j parallel to a boundary curve x .i/;j by Lemma 5.5, nor the ı -collar of a cut curve x .i/;j more than twice by Lemma 6.5 below. Assume we have decomposed into n quintersecting subarcs; each of these intersects each characteristic curve five times. Then y can only run through the ı -collar of˛0 and perhaps one quintersecting subarc of adjacent to˛0 . Definition 6. 4 We say that a quintersecting subarc˛is safe if S i r i \ N ı .˛/ is either connected or empty.
Each minimal ı -thin arc corresponds to an arc y which intersects the ı -collar of at most two quintersecting subarcs of . By Lemma 5.3, R has at most 2.k 1/d minimal ı -thin arcs. Therefore, there are at most 2.k 1/d < 2kd quintersecting subarcs (in total counting subarcs of all @R) which have two or more arcs y intersecting their ı -collar, and hence are not safe.
Since there are at least k boundary components in @R which project to some q j .j ¤ 0/, and each of these has n quintersecting subarcs, there are at least nk 2kd D .n 2d /k 2 kd sinh ı safe quintersecting subarcs. Take a safe quintersecting subarc˛. At most one component r i @R intersects N ı .˛/, and it does so in a connected subarc of r i . Suppose r i maps to the convex hull of † .i/ . By Proposition 4.1,˛has at least five intersections with every characteristic curve in the set X .i/ . We have shown the existence of at least 2 kd=. sinh ı/ subarcs of @R each contributing area at least sinh ı to R. This implies that Let us summarize. For a suitable 1 -injective virtually embedded surface †, there exists a constant n as described above depending only on †, M and M . Choosing suitable pseudo-Anosov maps h`W @H`! @H`and homeomorphisms 0 W .@M /`! @H`, there exist integers .N`/ min depending on n and which have the following property. Whenever N` .N`/ min for all`D 1; : : : ; m, the surface † remains 1 -injective in M [ H under the handlebody attachments `D h N`ı 0 W .@M /`! @H`. This proves Theorem 6.2.
Proof of Theorem 6.1 By work of Cooper-Long-Reid [8] , any 3-manifold M satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 contains a surface † satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 6.2. Indeed, there may be infinitely many such surfaces. They are formed by connecting two copies of an essential surface realizing some boundary slope on @M by high-genus tubes wrapping many times round the appropriate components of @M , and then compressing if necessary. Theorem 6.2 shows that such surfaces † remain 1 -injective under appropriate gluing maps . In particular, 1 .M [ H/ contains 1 . †/ as a surface subgroup. This enables us to deduce Theorem 6.1.
Proof of main theorem: general case
In Section 6 we proved our main theorem in the case where M does not have cusps. We now show that our arguments also extend to the cusped case. Suppose moreover that h`W @H`! @H`is a homeomorphism which is either a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism whose stable lamination is of full type, or an Anosov homeomorphism, according to whether H`has genus at least two or is a solid torus respectively.
Recall from [6] that an Anosov homeomorphism of a torus is a map whose trace under any geometric SL.2; ‫-/ޚ‬representation has absolute value strictly greater than two. They fulfil a similar dynamical purpose to pseudo-Anosov maps. Theorem 7.1 may be deduced from the appropriate analogue of Theorem 6.2 as in the non-cusped case. Since M is Haken, we may give M (minus its toral boundary) a complete hyperbolic structure with totally geodesic boundary. By homotopic @-incompressibility, each puncture z p in R covering a puncture in Q has a half-open annulus neighbourhood A. z p/ whose image lies in one of these horoball neighbourhoods. The boundary of each horoball neighbourhood is a torus T`which inherits a Euclidean path metric from the metric on M .
Case A: no accidental parabolics Suppose † contains no accidental parabolics: non-trivial loops in † homotopic to loops in the cusp boundary of M . Then, for any lift † i , the convex hull C. † i / avoids the cusps of M .
Write . z p/ for the boundary component of A. z p/ on some T D T`. We say that such curves are toral curves in R. By the appropriate and much easier analogue of Proposition 4.1 for these toral attachments, we may ensure that each toral curve . z p/ has uniformly large geometric intersection number with some additional curve x`. As these intersections occur at least distance apart, we may also ensure that all curves . z p/ are longer than any given fixed length.
The area of A. z p/ is at least the length of . z p/ (see e.g. [10] , proof of Thm 4.3). By the above argument we can make all toral curves at least 2d. C sinh ı/ long so that each annulus A. z p/ contributes 2d. C sinh ı/ to the area of R. There are at least k 0 such annuli.
As in the proof of Theorem 6.2, we can subdivide every non-toral curve into at least n 2 d=. sinh ı/ C 2d quintersecting subarcs. Over all non-toral curves, all but at most 2.k C k 0 /d of these subarcs contribute area sinh ı to R. Thus Area.R/ Â 2 kd sinh ı C 2kd 2.k C k 0 /d Ã sinh ı C 2k 0 d. C sinh ı/ and so Area.R/ 2 .k C k 0 /d , which contradicts the Gauss-Bonnet calculation.
In fact, we could have obtained a contradiction by showing that each pair of intersections of . z p/ with x`picked up a quantum of area outside A. z p/. We need to use this idea in the general case. This leaves at most 2.k C k 0 /d Ä subarcs of curves @A. z p/ which have two or more curves r i intersecting their ı -collar. By the appropriate version of Lemma 5.5, every other subarc is safe and contributes area sinh ı to R.
Subdivide each non-toral curve into at least n 2 d=. sinh ı/ C 2d subarcs. Over all non-toral curves, at most Ä subarcs fail to contribute area sinh ı . Combining these contributions,
Ã and hence we obtain Area.R/ 2 .k C k 0 /d , contradicting Gauss-Bonnet.
Case B(II) C. † i / \ T D T for some i We may combine the arguments above with those explained in Case II of the proof of Theorem 6.2.
This proves Theorem 7.2 and hence Theorem 7.1.
